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Putting effort into benchmarking your firm’s pay against relevant industry peers will make long-
term compensation planning more effective. 
 
When your company participates in salary surveys, completing data collection forms may not always seem like 
the most important task on your desk, particularly in a turbulent environment and periods of growing economic 
uncertainty. However, investing time into completing them accurately will pay dividends down the road when 
using survey data to competitively benchmark your rewards programs against the market. This is especially true 
in times of market volatility. Throughout the year, it’s crucial to consistently review your organization’s base pay, 
understand if your firm is achieving its compensation philosophy and goals, and determine whether your salary 
structure is still aligned to the market.  
 
In this article, we provide tips for taking the proper steps to ensure you have reliable and relevant benchmarks for 
whatever the future holds.  

Benchmarking – Why Is It Important and How Do You Do It 
Well? 

The phrase “garbage in, garbage out” applies to many types of data, and compensation survey data is no 
exception. Taking the time to match your jobs to the correct survey positions is a critical component of ensuring 
trusted results. If you aren’t conducting due diligence on the front-end, your results will have little value. 
 
For example, let’s say you participated in McLagan’s Regional and Community Banking Compensation survey, 
which shows your employee compensation data side-by-side with its market benchmarks (see Figure 1 below). 
Using a tool like this is crucial, as the survey focuses on individual components of compensation (e.g., salary, 
short- and long-term incentives, etc.). If your employees are benchmarked inaccurately, you will get a distorted 
picture of how your firm’s compensation programs compare to the market.  
 
Our experts recommend the following as you begin matching positions to the best possible benchmark job in 
surveys: 
 

• Read the survey job descriptions – While many jobs will be near perfect matches, you may have 
unique positions that don’t quite match to a survey job. We recommend matching an incumbent to a 

https://rewards.aon.com/en-us/products/resources/mclagan/banking-survey
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survey position if there is at least 70% overlap between the job’s duties and the description of the job in 
the survey materials. 

• Benchmark the role, not the incumbent – Often, specific incumbents will have much more experience 
than is required for the job. Read through your own job description for the position and consider the level 
of experience needed if you were to backfill the role. 

• Use the materials provided – Use all the tools and resources available to you. McLagan provides a Job 
Matching Reference Guide, as well as interactive Benchmarking Assist and Level Explorer tools within 
their survey data collection file, to ensure you have selected the correct benchmark.  

• Collaborate with management – Managers within your firm’s business units are often well equipped to 
articulate the differences between the positions reporting to them. Use their expertise when trying to 
benchmark similar survey job descriptions. 

• Ask for help – It is in everyone’s best interest that jobs are benchmarked as accurately as possible. 
While filling out survey data collection can be time consuming and difficult, survey teams are always 
available to get on the phone and walk through your positions to try to find the best fit. Our survey 
participants are assigned a dedicated survey analyst to assist with any necessary support to ensure that 
jobs are benchmarked appropriately. 

Compensation Philosophy – How Does Your Pay Strategy 
Align with Market Benchmarks? 

Survey results will help you understand where you are currently paying compared to market, but an equally 
relevant question is, where do you want to be paying? This is where your firm’s compensation philosophy comes 
into play. 
 
A detailed, actionable compensation philosophy that is specific to your organization is helpful in guiding 
compensation decisions throughout the firm. Businesses often have overly broad pay philosophies that do not 
provide enough direction to serve as a consistent framework for decision makers to follow. Strong compensation 
philosophies should provide guidance on the following three questions: 

▪ How do your mission and values align to compensation? (Do you want to be an organization that meets, 
leads or lags the market?) 

▪ What is your targeted market position? (50th or 75th percentile? Should it vary by business or position?) 

▪ What is your compensation mix? (What is the proportion of fixed to variable pay?) 

 
Based on your compensation philosophy’s targeted market position, you can use McLagan’s interactive reporting 
tool, as seen below, to validate how your firm’s actual pay is aligned to both the market and your compensation 
philosophy. But without taking the time to ensure correct benchmarks, none of the market data output will be 
useful when attempting to align your firm’s pay to your desired compensation philosophy. 
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Figure 1  

McLagan’s Interactive Reporting Tool Directly Compares Your Pay to Market 
 

 
 

Salary Structure – Are Your Pay Grades Aligned to 
Benchmarks?  

A salary structure is an organization’s internal representation of the external market. Most firms have some form 
of structure in place to organize their jobs and administer pay. Once you have settled on your compensation 
philosophy and received market data from your survey(s), you will be able to evaluate your current salary 
structure. Benchmarking your positions accurately makes this task easier because it will allow you to use market 
data with confidence as you evaluate where to slot jobs into the structure later in the year. 
 
Here are two key ways to strategically review your existing salary structure using survey data: 
 

▪ Individual job evaluation – For each job, review the midpoints of your ranges and the targeted market 
position outlined in your compensation philosophy for alignment to market data. Typically, that targeted 
market position is the midpoint of the range. Jobs may need to move up or down a grade depending on 
how the market data moved year over year.  
 

▪ Full salary structure evaluation – Compare market data, your compensation philosophy, and your 
salary grade midpoints for all jobs to determine whether your current structure is working towards your 
compensation goals. 
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– If you’d like to dive deeper into your current salary structure, resources like McLagan’s Salary 
Structure Diagnostic report (see Figure 2) are a good starting point. The report also highlights 
individual jobs for further review that are paid either well above or well below their grade 
midpoints. To learn more and gain further insights on the topic, read our article Top 5 Ways to 
Maintain Your Salary Structure. 

 
It is crucial to ensure that you are benchmarking your positions to the correct survey match now. As seen in 
Figure 2, we can evaluate if structure design elements are aligned to the market through accurate benchmarking. 
To effectively analyze your structure, we assess three pieces of information: a comparison of your salary grade 
midpoints to your desired market positioning (i.e. market median), the shape of your current salary structure, and 
the geographic alignment of your work locations.  
 
The example below depicts how each of these information points for your firm are aligned (green) or misaligned 
(red) to the market. The more misaligned (red) to market your firm stands, the more you are at risk for retention 
and hiring issues since your internal grades do not properly reflect market pay practices. 
 
 
Figure 2 

Salary Structure Diagnostic Tool: Measuring Market Alignment Based on Benchmark 
Accuracy 
 
 

 
 

Key Takeaways 

The best way to prepare for uncertainty is to take advantage of the concrete data that is already out there, and 
use this information to compare, recalibrate and, in the end, ensure your business is fully equipped for any 
challenges that arise. Here are a few key takeaways to remember: 

▪ Market data informs almost every significant decision that compensation professionals make. 

▪ Utilizing accurate market data requires you to select the right survey benchmarks for your positions. 

▪ Executing your organization’s compensation strategy successfully is possible because your organization 
is properly benchmarked to the survey.  

▪ The market is constantly moving, especially now. Ensuring that you have access to the most current 
information is critical.  

 

https://mclagan.aon.com/insights/articles/2019/top-5-ways-to-maintain-your-salary-structure
https://mclagan.aon.com/insights/articles/2019/top-5-ways-to-maintain-your-salary-structure
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Whether you are comparing specific jobs against market data, defining your compensation philosophy, or 
evaluating a salary structure, proper benchmarks provide the competitive edge and trust you need to successfully 
execute your firm’s compensation strategy throughout the entire year ahead. 
 
If you’d like to learn more about effective benchmarking for compensation planning and our Regional and 
Community Banking survey, please click here or write to info@mclagan.com. 

https://rewards.aon.com/en-us/products/resources/mclagan/banking-survey
mailto:info@mclagan.com
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About McLagan 

 
McLagan provides tailored human capital expertise to financial services firms across the globe. Since 1966, we 
have partnered with the largest and smallest financial services firms to help them make data-driven decisions to 
hire, retain, and engage the top talent for keeping the global economy running. Our compensation surveys are the 
most comprehensive, in-depth source of rewards data covering over 150 countries from more than 2,500 clients. 
Our consultants work with hundreds of firms annually to design total rewards programs and benchmark financial 
performance for boards of directors, executives, employees, and sales professionals. McLagan is a part of Aon 
plc (NYSE: AON). For more information, please visit mclagan.aon.com. 

About Aon 

Aon plc (NYSE:AON) is a leading global professional services firm providing a broad range of risk, retirement and 
health solutions. Our 50,000 colleagues in 120 countries empower results for clients by using proprietary data and 
analytics to deliver insights that reduce volatility and improve performance. 
 
For further information on our capabilities and to learn how we empower results for clients, please visit 
http://aon.mediaroom.com. 
 
 
This article provides general information for reference purposes only. Readers should not use this article as a replacement for legal, 
tax, accounting, or consulting advice that is specific to the facts and circumstances of their business. We encourage readers to 
consult with appropriate advisors before acting on any of the information contained in this article. 
 
The contents of this article may not be reused, reprinted or redistributed without the expressed written consent of McLagan. To use 
information in this article, please write to our team. 
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